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Th~(! probJeLus highlight the obvious corJli.ct o( interest issues, where
you hllve J<1wyef5 who are also clllSS counsel filing the class actions. III
the Dow Corning bankruptcy proceedings, lawyers were £Ippearinc: .,...
representatives of aU claimants worldwide. However, they negotiated
settlement benefits which provided for different I('vel... ("of
compensation for women h.-om different countries, over the objection
of lawyers direcLly representing such women. There lire obvious
difficulties where people who have an interest in the outcome of the
case are making allocation decisions about which sections of the class
should get which benefits, particularly when they have a direct
pecunialy interest ill the benefits payable to their own clients.

Notwithstanding the problems and difficulties which r have referJ'ed
to, the class action, where properly utilised, provides an effective and
cost effective means of access to justice for many people.

WHITHER HUMAN RIGHTS?

Michael Kirby

¥
It is importallt that we rejoice in, and take advantage of, am' h'eedoms.
They do not exist in every country. It is a blessing to meet together, to
talk critically, to speak as equal citizens ill a generally free country,
and to exchange views. We will not necessaIily agree because fl'eedom
is the freedom to disagree and not just to have a happy consensus
about everything. I ant Sll1'e that some of the things 1 will be saying
tOnight will spark disagreement - I certa:iJ:tly hope so!

The creation of modem human rights

I feel ill a funny way that I have been at the creation of the
intemational system of human rights. The system that we have in the
wodd grew out of despair and disillusionment at the end of the
Second World War. It grew from the horrors of the war and the terrors
of deprivation of liberty that preceded and accompanied the war. The
awful discovery of the Holocaust, which shocked humanity
immediately after the war, propelled the leaders of the United Nations
during the stntggle and after the war to establish. as one of the three
planks of the United Nations Organisation, the building of respect for
human rights.

I say that I feel that I was there at the creation because, in one of my
activities as a member of the Commission of the International
Commission of JUlists in Geneva, I met John Humphrey, a Professor of
Law at McGill University in Canada. After the War, when Mrs
Roosevelt was establishing the group that was going to work on the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights!, she recruited a number of
people. One of them was John Humphrey.

He was a somewhat irascible, tall man who had lost an arm in an
accident when he was a boy. He was extremely intelligent and
dedicated to the principles of human lights. He told me,of how at Lake
Success an~ later at New York he had actually penned the very first
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1 a 'person lik~ Humplu'E!Y~'workingJor Hene ,Cassi,n:':'arid:'"Eleanor
Roosevelt, who jotted' dow:r; th~e words that became the- Universal
Declaration, which is the COnlerstone of the postwar system of human
rights.

So, I feel as though I have this link. Isaac Newton it was who said,
'scientists stand on tlle shoulders of the scientists who went before'. I
feel that I stand on the shoulders of Jolm Humphrey. I share with you
and with. younger people in the audience the experience that I have.
You will stand on my shoulders, then, when your time has gone,
somebody will stand on your shouldel'S. We have to make sure that
each generation, and especially each generation of Australians in om"
much-blessed country, makes a conuibution and improves the world
and leaves the world a better place.

John Humphrey - who died two years ago - certainly did that. He was
there at the creation. I am a journeyman on the way. So it is fOl" all of
us.

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights led to the many
international treaties, covenants and prindples that have been adopted
by the international CODlJll.unity. I have had some involvement with
those. That is basically what I want to talk about tonight,. offering a
few thoughts to share with you about challenges which this system of
human rights is going to have to face in the future.

The right to honest democratic govemance

My most recent involvement in human lights within the system of the
United Nations was through the UN office in Vienna, which is
concerned with drug control and crime prevention.

This organisation was establishing a new initiative on the problem of
corruption within the judidary. Fortunately, within Australia this is
not a big issue, but in many countries of the world corruption of the
judiciary strikes fatally at the very centre of the system of the rule of
law and of constitutionalism.
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In such circumstances; you ,could :llev,?l',reaUy ,be s~ ,.what<would·
happen. It would be decision makin.g by force and by power.,It ,would
not be decision making by the priIloples of constitutionalism and the
law.

The group in Vienna comprised eight Chief Justices (I was the only one
who was not a Chief Justice). I waS working with four from Africa and
four from Asia on the system that will establish prindples and
mechanism that can be implemented :in different countries of the
world to try to build the strength of non-colTuption and raise integrity
of the judidary so important to good governance in all counh"ies of the
world.

It is quite an interesting development. The crowds were gathering
outside the World Bank and the hlternational MoneL:'U)' Fund, but
actually since James WoIfenson, an Australian, became the President of
the World Bank, the World Banl<, the International Monetary Fund
and this body in Vienna have become concerned about issues of
governance. Unless you can get the governance M the political, the
constitutional and the legal systems - right, then you build everythillg
else on shifting sands. Without that, government basically comes
down to power: either the po.wer of the purse or the power of guns.

The United Nations special representatives / rapporteurs

The most important activity for human rights that I have been
involved in related to Cambodia. That gave me an insight into a level
of the United Nations that I had not previously beell involved ill. Most

! Intemlltional Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Genei'al Assembly resolution
2200A (XXl), 21 U.N. GAORSupp. (No. 16) at 52, U.N. Doc. A/6316 (1966), 999 U.N.TS..
171, entered into force Mar. 23, 1976.
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and UNAJDS,ofthe,WotIdHealth Orgzuu~honi'the·ilCtiVitic.,>.of1tlJI'''~'
Committee on Freedom of Association: of the' Intem<ltio~al IAboUr
Organisill:ion b'ying to help South Africa on its labour lawsi TIll,!
United Nations Development Program helping Mtllawi move from Dr
Hastings Banda's ilut.oo'alic system of government lo a multiparty
democracy. These have been my activities within the United Nation
system - the agencies, the working bodies - noble people who are
striving to build human lights principles at grass roots level.

Cambodia was different. When after the invasion of Cambodia by the
Vietnamese, the Pol Potisl'> (the Khmer Rouge) were banished to a
small part of the north east of Cambodia, the goverrunent of Cambodia
was a leper in the international community, The Kampuchea
goverrunent, supported by the Vietnamese, sought to rejoin the
international community. They did so at a number of negotiations in
which our then Foreign Minister Senator Gareth Evans took a VeIy

important part. At a number of meetings in Paris it was decided thilt
Cambodia could be let back into the lllternational community if it had
a free and fair election and if after that election it set in place the
institutio11S of democracy and mechanisms for protecting fundamental
human rights.

The government of Cambodia 8gre€d to that and the United Nations
Transitional Authority for Call1bodia (UNTAC) was established. It was
headed by Ausb'alian General John Salmdersoll. It was agreed in the
Paris Peace Accords that once the UNTAC period Was over, and once
they had established their new constitution, and had an election and
had created a new parliament for Cambodia, tOhey would accept
monitoring by the international community in the fonn of the United
Nations. A special representative of the Secretary General would be
appointed, who would become, in a sense, the eyes of the United
Nations into how Cambodia was operating and how it was protecting
fundamental human rights.

I was appointed the first Special Representative of the Secretary
General in Cambodia. My task therefore took me into the political level
of the United Nations - the area of the Security Council and the
Gelleral Assembly. Most of my earlier activities had beell down in the
__ -,__ .0 ", ., L.t', , ,

wh~t·I l~'aril~'~~inDli:fo'ii~\:~~rS' as Sp~iftl: Rep~~l3ti~ .-I)(lh~~;·
Secretary General was how the international community is 'building
the institutions for the upholding of human rights around the planet. It
is not perfect. Indeed, it is most ilnl-lerfect. But those who think that
nothing has happened and that no progress has been made, do not
know the system. It is illlportant for citizens and certainly for people in
the law to know what is occurring. In a sense, it is as if we are at
RUIDlymede with the history of English constitutionalism. That is
where we are in the internalional community, at a sort of Rmulymede.
We are begi1lning to develop the institutions that will effectively
protect human rights of all in the future.

Human lights in Cambodia after UNTAC

My task as the Special Representative was to go to Cambodia three or
four times a year. I had to speak with the govenuuent, with the hunlan
rights non-governmental organisations that had grown up and
flourished in Cambodia under UNTAt:, with citizens groups, with the
military and with all of the organisations in Cambodia. Then I had to
negotiate with the government and prepare reports on the need to
defend human rights.

When I alTived, I found that the country was absolutely devastated. It
is difficult for us in Ausb'alia to conceive what the people of Cambodia
went through. From th~ 1960s to the 19905, approximately one in ten
Cambodians (one in ten of the Kluner population) were killed.
Therefore, everybody that yon spoke to had lost relatives. Of the
population of about 11 million, 10 million were left, so in proportional
terms it was an even more devastating genodcle than Hitler~s
Holocaust. The country was exhausted, worn out, beside itseU with
distraction of suffering. In a sense that gave my work a b'emendous
start because everybody knew Cambodia had to start again and had to
build its institutions.

My first joh was trying to help to build a judiciary. We take it fCll'
PTantpd in All.o;h'Slliil W", hAVP A iunirii'lTV SI".-'I"",nnl", SIr", ITi'lin-inu ",,~r1
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Reporting to the United Nations

The most important thing I leamed in my work as the Special
Representative for Cambodia was how the United Nations system
operates. Twice a year I would have to give my reports, first in March
or April in Geneva to the Commission on Human Rights and then in
November to the General Assembly of the United Nations in New
York. My reports were very candid and they would acknowledge the
progress and they would criticise the.failures.

The pUlpose of my first visits was to try and train the judges. We had
no Law Schools; nobody had been b·ained. So, we had to start froUl
teachers, people who were literate, who could read. They sat in the
class and asked the most intelligent, searching questions: can J remain
a member of the CPP (Cambodi<lll People's Party, the old COllUJUtnist
party)? If Jam presented with a gift at the end of a case, as is part of
our culture, can I keep the gift? What do I do when there is no law?
This qtlestion worried them the DlOSt. 'We have no law. We've got no
books. Everything is destroyed. Any books were destroyed. How can J
possibly be a judge without books?' I said, 'That's no problem. Make it
up! That's what the jlldg~s of the Common Law have being doing for
eight htmdred years. Make it up! But make it up in a way that is
consistent with other decisions, with your own decisions, share the
decisions round.' They said, 'Can we ring up the Department of
Justice?' This was an old teclmique of the French - the magistrates
would ring the Department of Justice. I said, 'No, no, no, There must
be no more telephonillg the Ministry of Justice about the cases.'
Separation of powers, I explained, was a cornerstone of
constitutionalism.

F:}~:';f:~;~!{1f{~~))liN~'~~'Ul~jp:ii~t:''j!Jd-~~:'~ri',i!11:JUfl4~t~- roo;m;, blltciJ"I Q1ni,bod~; they . • " , '~'Holving ed'ucAtio,nJdr.,d"'\1shtet:s'WAS:'IUl,issu'~ ,oi p'r1,lll<:~~\por,~nC~,
h~",;~:€:;'./:~,::~:",Jjad>no· oneil repeat'no'one~-'Anybody'whohdd,becn in the judiciary' "There'""as 450ft 'of basic;education (or th(fsons. DAu~tersalsohave
.'!-;~; f. ;--'~' "had: either' fled 01', been' killed.-People' wearing glasses w~re ki11C'd;. i "rights. HaVing facilities in a heAlth emergency to go to a hospital, th~t

Anybody who had pretensions to intellectualism was killed. ! is a human rights issue. We 50metin\es hear of the so-called Asian
exception for human rights. But if the right is tlniversa~ such an
exception cannot be accepted. Many western people think hunuU1
rights is about, and only about, what happens in polling booths, in
police stations, in parliaments and in court rooms. It's not! Clean glass
of water, emergency health care, education, work, issues of this kind,
as Mrs Roosevelt and John Humplu-ey recognised 50 and more years
ago, are human rights questions too.

;

So, that was the first task. Building human rights in the area of land
mine clearance; in the area of the empowerment of women who had
never spoken in those tenns alld never knew the principles of
international human rights law; learning for myself the different way
in which a society like Cambodia looks on human rights,

Learning for example that, for the average Khmer, the important issues
of human rights are a clean glass of water. The French laid the sewer
line and the water line in Phnom Penh together. The erosion of the
chmate led to an intennixing of the two. You just caruwt drink water.
This is another thing we take for granted in Australia: you turn the tap
and there is drinkable water. We take for granted a clean glass of
water. It is, I discovered, a human rights question.

Lookillg at that assembly and seeing the mio'ocosm of all humanity in
these huge rooms of the United Nations and taking my tum amongst
the rapporteurs and special representatives of the Secretary General, I
saw the future. This, in a sense, is the opportunity for the envoys of the
inteu18tional community to report to the international community and
to require the oppressors of the world to come forward and answer.
My job was relatively straighlforward at the time that I was the SpeCial
Representative for Cambodia. My report would be giVell; the
Cambodian Government would answer. Generally, there was more
positive than negative.

I was succeeded and preceded by the Special Rapporteur on Iran, the
Spedal Rapporteur on Afghanistan, the Special Rapporteur on Cuba,
the Spedal Rapporteur on Sudan. To see in that hall the representative
of the Govemment of Sudan required to anSwer before the bar of the
international conu1\unity, in a way that he never answel'S back home,
was an indication that we were beginning to make progress. Imperfect.
No blue helmets. In fact, Sudan put a fatwa' on the special rapporteur
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water. It is, I discovered, a human rights question. 
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"There -was A 50n of basic;education (or tnffsons. Daughters also have 
"rights. HaVing facilities in a hed\th emergency to go to a hospital, th~t 
is a human rights issue. We sometin\es hear of the so-called Asian 
exception for human rights. But if the right is tlniversa~ such an 
exception cannot be accepted. Many western people think huma.:\ 
rights is about, and only about, what happens in polling booths, III 

police stations, in parliaments and in court rooms. It's not! Clean glass 
of water, emergency health care, education, work, issues of this kind, 
as Mrs Roosevelt and John Humpluey recognised 50 and more years 
ago, are human rights questions too. 

Reporting to the United Nations 

The most important thing I leamed in my work as the Spedal 
Representative for Cambodia was how the United Nations system 
operates. Twice a year I would have to give my repo~ts, first in Mar~h 
or April in Geneva to the Commission on Human Rights and then 11\ 

November to the General Assembly of the United Nations in New 
York. My reports were very candid and they would acknowledge the 
progress and they would criticise the.failures. 

Lookillg at that assembly and seeing the mio·ocosm of all humanity in 
these huge rooms of the United Nations and taking my tum amongst 
the rapporteurs and spedal representatives of the Secretary General, I 
saw the future. Tllis,:in a sense, is the opportunity for the envoys of the 
intemational community to report to the international community and 
to require the oppressors of the world to CODle forward and answ~r. 
My job was relatively straighlforward at the time that I was the Speoal 
Representative for Cambodia. My report would be giVeJ.l; the 
Cambodian Government would answer. Generally, there was more 
positive than negative. 

I was succeeded and preceded by the Special Rapporteur on Iral1J the 
Spedal Rapporteur on Afghanistan, the Special Rapporteur on Cu?a, 
the Spedal RapportelU" on Sudan. To see in that hall the representatIve 
of the Govemment of Sudan required to anSwer before the bar of the 
international conununity, in a way that he never answel"S back home, 
was an indication that we were beginning to make progress. Imperfect. 
No blue helmets. In fact, Sudan put a fatwa' on the spedal rapportelU" 



This is the system being put in place. It is, as I" have said, less than
perfect. But it gives an indication of the progress that is being made
and of the way in which, by force of intemational reportage and
international good opinion, pre5SUl'e is being placed upon the
oppressors of the world. They are being required to answer. In a way
this supplements the media of communications which for all its
trivialisation and the enterta:inment which tends to be its life's blood,
brings into our liVing rooms knowledge of what is going on in the
world.

We are building this system with people of very great integrity. The
spedal rapporteurs and special representatives for example. Allhough
the United Nations was sometimes eXh-emely exasperating in its
international bureauo-acy, it is overwhelmingly peopled by idealistic
human beings who are dedicated to trying to build a better world. Of
course, it is easier to make your point about Sudan or about Cambodia
than to make criticism of a gJ.'eat power such as China or such as the
United States, i1 you have criticisms of them. Yet for all the
imperfections, I have seen the hlture. I believe that it is a future which
we all have an obligation to contribute to.

Human rights and the jonmey of enlightenment

Now, the theme of my talk is 'Whither Human Rights?' The one lesson
you learn from involvement in the activities of the United Nations or
the Commonwealth Secretariat of the International Community is that
the joumey in exploring human rights is never finished. A number' of
the critics of Western human lights notions (including for example the
~oreign Minister of Singapore) have said, ~Well you come around
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.school, I took an acti~e',.part, in the Cou~d1 for Civil Liberties of New
South Wales. In"that council we often-talked 'about issues of police
arrests. I had quite ahusy p~cticeas'a young solicitor acting for many
of the conscientious objectors in the Vietnam War. That was the sort of
activity whiCh was regarded as dvilliberties in that time - the 1970s.
Nobody talked about Aboriginal rights. No one talked about women's
rights. Absolutely no one talked of about gay rights. These were just
non-topics in t1l.~e days.

Therefore I look into my own little experience and think about the
journey I've taken. What I constantly ask myself is: lNhat are the things
that we are not talking about today which in twenty ,years' time will be
seen as obvious questions of human rights and which we ought to
have been talking about but which we did not? SO',.the mind starts to
puzzle over the things that blind us and what prevents our seeing the
issues which we should see. The role of the universities is obViously to
stimulate thought on such questions.

Human rights and drug use I addiction

One of them, I suggest to you., is the way in which we deal with drugs:
No one, I think, would favour a complete free-for-all in relation to
drugs of addition. Drugs of addiction can blight human minds. But, on
theother hand, very few people who are closely involved in the way .in
which we deal with dnlgS in sodety now could be satisfied. Very few
would regard the mamler in which the criminal law is used as our
principal agency is a really satisfactory way to deal With the problem. I
feel I have an authority to say this because when I was President of the
Court of Appeal, most weeks I would be sitting iri the centre in the
Court of Criminal Appeal. I would be dealing with ~ppea1s relating to
,.,.;'-n.;n..l ....... Ho,." IJ. ....;nl. ...~......~ ••H~.. .. t: ~1-. .......~ .:l~_~_~1 •• ~M ~_.:l:__ ~I.. _
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that we are not talking about today which in twenty ,years' time will be 
seen as obviOUS questions of human rights and "",hich we ought to 
have been talking about but which w.e did not? SO'"the mind starts to 
puzzle over the things that blind us and what prevents oW' seeing the 
issues which we should see. The role of the universities is obviously to 
stimulate thought on such questions. ' 

Human rights and drug use I addiction 

One of them, I suggest to you.. is the way in which we deal with drugs: 
No one, I thiflk, would favoW' a complete free-far-all in relation to 
drugs of addition. Drugs of addiction can blight human minds. But, ~n 
the other hand, very few people who are closely involved in the way m 
which we deal with dnlgS in society now could be satisfied. Very few 
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Other issues that seem likely to me to be ra:lsed in the human rights
field are often connected with technology. The great engine of om time
is tec1Ulology - science and technology. I have. been involved in a
mlmber of activities that have shown Dle the Significance of technology
for human rights in the future. One of them arose out of work I did in
the DECO, which was concerned with trans·border data flows. In that
context, the DECO developed principles on privacy protection.

In the past, privacy was a matter of your immediate physical
environment; people peeping at you through your windows. In the
future, people will not peep at you throttgh your window. They will
peep at you through the windows of the Internet. Decisions will
increasingly be made at forks in your life that will depend not upon an
encounter with you as a person. but with your data profile. Your data
profile may be gathered from numerq,!Is SOUl'ces collected at different
stages ofyour life. The OECD committee which I chaired, twenty years
ago, laid down the fundamental plinciple· of the rigl,1t of access to your
data profile in order that you can see how others can see you, and how
others are making decisions about you.

The principles of the OECD committee On privacy (and a later
committee on data security) have been adopted by govermnents,
including our own govemment and by the Parliament. The Federal
Privacy Act incorporates the principles that the OEeD committee
developed. This teaches me that this is not just all talk. You can
participate on common issues with international bodies. You can lay
down guidelines which are actually helpful to governments of
different countries because they are all stntggling to find common
principles. Without such principles, you will not have any effective
rules in interactive technology. IntetTiational global technology
demands international and global solutions. That is where bodies such
as the United Nations, the OECD, the COUlDlonwealtll Secretariat and
others come in.

-'-Hunim~jghts'in~b'~~pa~;e ','

In the early part of the cenhrry, this movement, involving pressure
from the United States, took off internationally. It became the impetus
for international treaties - the first of the international treaties on
narcotic drugs. As you know the United States constitution was
amended and theu re-amended because it was found that the strategy
in relation to alcohol prohibition was not successli.tl. It had set in train
many disadvantages and a great enhancement of official power, which
was not a very effective way to deal with the problem. The movement
in the intetuational community continued unabated. It has done so to
this day.

It is actually interesting to study the history of dnIg conlrol. The
movement for prohibition began in the state of Maine in the United
States in the 18305. It w6s a great groundswell of Protestant opinion. It
gradually moved through a number of the states of the United States.
Then came the Civil War. when everybody felt the lleed for moral
renewal because of the great suffering in the United States. After the
civil war, there grew the great movement towards the reform of the
constitution to adopt prohibition in the case of alcohol.

Countries such as Sweden,. The Netherlands and now our own country
are beginning to look at different sU'ategies: so called harm reduction
strategies. There is quite a lot of opposition to this in the United States,
led by Senator Jessie Helms. There is opposition in some of tIle United
Nations agencies, notably that in Vienna. I think we will see, within
the next twenty years, a new enIighterunent about our strategies in
relation to drugs. Not to the point of removing altogether the controls
Ll..L L1._ 1 ••.• , ....•• ~_ L.1.. ., •
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Incredsingly' 'iri recel1t l:iines;not. o-~y a(mongst Civil -lihertm'ians,but
also amongst Police Commissioners and people who examine the issue
in a scholarly and empirical way, there hl:l5 been a shift of opWon.. til
least in Ollr own country. It is a shift towards the notion tha.t we have
to find a better solution. It will be a solution which i9 more attentive to
the dignity of human beings, dnd that is not putting so much emphasis
upon the attempts to control the supply of drugs into the market.

Im:redsingly'in recet1t . l1ot,'o-~y .'n,n"",, 
also amongst Police Commissioners and people who examine the issue 
ill a schoJarly and empirical way, there hl:l5 been a shift of opWon .. al 
least in our own country. It is a shift towards the notion tha.t we have 
to find a better solution. It will be a solution which i9 more attentive to 
the dignity of human beings, dnd that is not putting so much emphasls 
upon the attempts to control the supply of drugs into the market. 

It is actually interesting to study the history of dnIg conlrol. The 
movement for prohibition began in the state of Maine in the United 
States in the 1830s. It wifs a great groundswell of Protestru'lt opinion. It 
gradually moved through a number of the states of the United States. 
Then came the Civil War, when everybody felt the lleed for moral 
renewal because of the great suffering in the United States. After the 
civil war, there grew the great movement towards the reform of the 
constitution to adopt prohibition in the case of a1cohol. 

In the early part of the cellhrry, this movement, involving pressure 
from the United States, took off internationally. It became the impetus 
for international treaties - the first of the international treaties on 
narcotic drugs. As you know the United States constitution was 
amended and then re-amended because it was found that the strategy 
in relation to alcohol prohibition was not 5uccessli:tl. It had set in train 
many disadvantages and a great enhancement of official power, which 
was not a very effective way to deal with the problem. The movement 
in the inteInationru community continued unabated. It has done so to 
this day. 

Countries such as Sweden,. The Netherlands and now our own country 
are beginning to look at different sb.'ategies: so called harm reduction 
strategies. There is quite a lot of opposition to this in the United States, 
led by Senator jessie Helms. There is opposition in some of tile United 
Nations agencies, notably that in Vienna. I think we will see, within 
the next twenty years, a new enlighterunent about our strategies in 
relation to drugs. Not to the point of removing altogether the controls 
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Other issues that seem likely to me to be ra:tsed in the human rights 
field are often connected with technology. The great engine of am· time 
is tec1Ulology - science and technology. I have. been involved in a 
mlmber of activities that have shown Dle the Significance of technology 
for human rights in the future. One of them arose out of work I did in 
the DECO, which was concerned with trans·border data flows. In that 
context, the DECO developed principles on privacy protection. 

In the past, privacy was a matter of your immediate physical 
environment; people peeping at you through your windows. In the 
future, people will not peep at you throttgh your window. They will 
peep at you through the windows of the Internet. Decisions will 
increasingly be made at forks in your life that will depend not upon an 
encounter with you as a person. but with your data profile. Your data 
profile may be gathered from n1.1mel"'?~s sow·ces coUe<:ted at different 
stages of your life. The OECD committee which I chaired, twenty years 
ago, laid down the fundamental plinciple· of the rigl;lt of access to your 
data profile in order that you can see how others can see you, and how 
others are making decisions about you. 

The principles of the OECD committee on privacy (and a later 
committee on data security) have been adopted by govermnents, 
including our own govemment and by the Parliament. The Federal 
Privacy Act incorporates the principles that the OECD cOUlmitlee 
developed. This teaches me that this is not just all talk. You can 
participate on common issues with international bodies. You can lay 
down guidelines which are actually helpful to governments of 
different countries because they are all stntggling to find common 
principles. Without such principles, you will not have any effective 
rules in interactive technology. InteI"llational global technology 
demands intemational and global solutions. That is where bodies such 
as the United Nations, the OECD, the COUlnlonwealtll Secretariat and 
others come in. 
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Now that was appropriate in the tedmology of 1973, but nowadays
data can be collected,. tmd through the technology which is now
available, can be analysed instantaneously and reassembled in order to
create profiles which could not have been conceived in the days of the
manila folder. Indeed, they could 110t even be imagined in the days,
twenty years ago, when the DECO comm.ittee was worIcing. The moral
of the story is that in cyberspace the teclmology sweeps on and it is
imperative that we find. ways to update the principles because the
technology soon ma.kes the principles out of dale.

Human rights and the human genome

The most interesting activity in which I am involved at the moment is
the Human Genome Project. As a member of the ethics commiUeeof
HUGO (which represents the scientists working on the Human
Genome project), and as a member of the International Bioethics
Committee of UNESCO, I have had responsibilities in adVising or
participating in the advice that has been given to develop the
international principles for the ethics that will guide the Human
Genome Project.

The Human Genome Project is the project of scientists in every
continent, linked by telecommunications, to map the genome. That is
the total body of genes. There are about 80,000 to 100,000 genes in the
human species. The scientists had set the year 2003 as the year by
which the genome would be mapped. In fact, it is expected that the
mapping of the genome will be completed very shortly.

As a result of the mapping of the human genome, we will have an
encyclopedia that will tell us all the 2enes of the human RnPclps. It loVill

Take Huntington's. HuntiIlgton's is a condition that does not manifest
itself normally until about the age of 35. Then in a space of about ten
years, there is a gradual and finally a rapid deterioration to death.
Now, do we take in relation to the marker for Huntington's the same
course that we have as a society, accepted in relation to Down
Syndrome? Do we say, 'Try again? Huntington's is a very great burden
on the individual and on their family. Better to start again and see if
you can get a nonwHuntington's conception'? If your family is prone to
Huntington's and it is a genetic condition then ought we elintinate
everybody with Huntington's? .

There are Huntington's Associations. I have been to their conferences.
Their members will tell you: 'We have a completely full life. We have
this disease. It is a great burden when it strikes. But we are human
beings too. We are part of the diversity of humanity. Don't eliminate
us!'

So as we come to know the genome and as we are presented with the
Rosetta stone, and as we look at people with Httntington's,
Alzheimer's, or any of the other four thousand major genetic diseases
that afflict humanity, we will find these markers. The Rosetta stone
will be provided. We will know that this person is W,ely to go on to
this or that condition. The issue will be, what do we do with this data?
What will humanily do with this? In one hundred. two hundred, tlu'ee
1., •• _,.1 __ ..1 .. ' .:_._ •••L~_ ~•. __ , .., .• ..•.•

Now that was appropriate in the tedmology of 1973, but nowadays 
data can be collected,. tmd through the technology which is now 
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The most interesting activity in which I am involved at the moment is 
the Human Genome Project. As a member of the ethics committee of 
HUGO (which represents the scientists working on the Human 
Genome project), and as a member of the International Bioethics 
Committee of UNESCO, I have had responsibilities in advising or 
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:is what we with this data: Can we be-sure will 
the wisdom to accept that dive~ity is the protector of our freedoms? 
That it is diversity in the past which has been the guardian of the gene 
pool which has ensured that, in times of plague, humanity has 
survived? May there be a temptation for parents in search of the 
'perfect child' to say, 'Well we don't want the foetus with Alzheimer's. 
We don't want a foetus with Huntington's disease?' 

Take Huntington's. HuntiIlgton's is a condition that does not manifest 
itself normally until about the age of 35. Then in a space of about ten 
years, there is a gradual and finally a rapid deterioration to death. 
Now, do we take in relation to the marker for Huntington's the same 
course that we have as a society, accepted in relation to Down 
Syndrome? Do we say, 'Try again? Huntington's is a very great burden 
on the individual and on their family. Better to start again and see if 
you can get a nonwHuntington's conception'? If your family is prone to 
Huntington's and it is a genetic condition then ought we eliminate 
everybody with Huntington's? . 

There are Huntil.lgton's Associations. I have been to their conferences. 
Their members will tell you: 'We have a completely full life. We have 
this disease. It is a great burden when it strikes. But we are human 
beings too. We are part of the diversity of humanity. Don't eliminate 
us!' 

So as we come to know the genome and as we are presented with the 
Rosetta stone, and as We look at people with Httntington's, 
Alzheimer's, or any of the other four thousand major genetic diseases 
that afflict humanity, we will find these markers. The Rosetta stone 
will be provided. We will know that this person is likely to go on to 
this or that condition. The issue will be, what do we do with this data? 
What will humanity do with tlili? In one hundrect two hundred, tlu'ee 
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It: is a usual prindple of international cOUl'IS, tribunals and bodies that,
before they become involved in a complaint against a country,
respecting the country, they ask, 'have you exhausted aU the domestic
remedies? If you have not even been prosecuted how can you be
heard?' Rodney Croome said, 'thank you very much. We will go to
Geneva anyway. Thank you for YOUl' help!'
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- is'somethlng,that wllsalways there-~-Ris by our intelligence,that 'We
have founel it. Therefore, we should not be fl"igh"~nea of j,;. etll ViC

have to besmoe that the ethical human rights principles that we apply
to the knowledge which is developed are principlC!s whid, are
respectful of the dignity of humanity.

Hnuwn rights and s~xuality

"

That brings me to the ll\&tter of sexuality. No other Justice of the High
Court of Al.lStralia would ever have addressed this matter, certainly in
my days at law school;.This was the subject that 'dared not speak its
name'. If you were homosexuaL you were programmed from your
earliest days, from yom puberty, to be ashamed of yourself. This is
ridiculous. It is irrational. It has to stop.

In Australia, an inleresting development occuned in the Toonen case3.
Most lawyers will know about this. Mr Toonen and his partner
Rodney Croome were gay activists in Tasmania. By the 19805
Tasmania was the only state of Australia that had criminalla.ws which
still punished consensual adttlt homosexual conduct.

One day Rodney Croome, whom I know, rang me and said, 'yOtt know
that Australia has just signed the First Optional Protocol to the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights" which gives its
citizens tile light to go to the United Nations Human Rights
Com.mittee and complain about Australia's failure to comply with the
International Covenant?' Yes. 'You know that we can therefore go and
complain?' Yes. 'Do you think we shottld?' No. These were famous last
words on my part. I told him all the reasons why he should not go.
'You are not really beirlg prosecuted. You are not being brought before
the courts. There is no real live issue. This is aU theoretical or moot.
Tasmania is not enforcing the law. You have thel'efote not been in the

J Toonen v. .'\ustrnlia, U.N. Human RighLs Committee. Communication No. 48G/1992,
U.N. Doc CCPR/Cj50/Dj488/1992 (1994).
~ 1\. 2

As everybody knows, Rodney Croome went to Geneva. He made the
complaint against Australia in respect of Tasmania. The Humall Rights
Committee of the Urrited Nations upheld the complaint. It held that·
Australia was in breach of its obligations under the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.s 1bis was because that
covenant contains a provision requiring respect for individual privacy.
The conunittee reasoned that, if you invade the privacy of the
bedrooms of adults, then the state is not according to them the privacy
which international human rights law promises. So, Australia was
found in breach. The result of that was that pretty qUickly, (being a
good international dtizen), the Parliament of Australia passed an Act6
which was designed to uphold the"prilldple that throughout the
nation all persons wottld have no invasion of their privacy in respect
of consensual adult sexual conduct. That was passed by the Federal
Parliament. The question then arose as to whether it had the effect of
overriding the laws in Tasmania.

Mr Croome and Mr Toonen then began a case in the High Court of
AusLTalia' . I had just been appointed to the High Court of Australia.
The reSttit of that case was to challenge the legislation of the State of
Tasmania. When the case came on before the Comt, I disqualified
myseU. Not only did I l<now Rodney Croome and Nicholas Toonen. I
had given a donation to their cause at an earlier stage. A previous
donation that I had given was to the Movement for th.e Ordination of
Women in the Anglican chlu·ch. After the latter, a donation case came
before the COUl't of Appeal of which I was then a member. The moral
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WllS always there-; It is our intelligence-that 'We 
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have to besm'e that the ethical human rights principles that we appiy 
to the knowledge which is developed are principles whid1 are 
respectful of the dignity of humanity. 

Hlluwn rights and s~xuality 

That brings me to the mC\tter of sexuality. No other Justice of the High 
Court of Al.1Stralia would ever have addressed tills matter, certainly in 
my days at law school;.This was the subject that 'dared not speak its 
name'. If you were homosexuaL you were programmed from your 
earliest days, from yom- puberty, to be ashamed of yourself. This is 
ridiculous. It is irrational. It has to stop. 

In Australia.. an interesting development occun-ed in the Toonen case3. 
Most lawyers will know about this. Mr Toonen and his partner 
Rodney Croome were gay activists in Tasmania. By the 1980s 
Tasmania was the only state of Australia that had criminal laws which 
still punished consensual adl.llt homosexual conduct. 

One day Rodney Croome, whom I know, rang me and said, 'yOl.l know 
that Australia has just signed the First Optional Protocol to the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights" which gives its 
citizens U,e light to go to the United Nations Human Rights 
Committee and complain about Australia's failure to comply with the 
International Covenant?' Yes. 'You know that we can therefore go and 
complain?' Yes. 'Do you think we shottld?' No. These were famous last 
words on my part. I told him all the reasons why he should not go. 
'You are not really beirlg prosecuted. You are not being brought before 
the courts. There is no real live issue. This is all theoretical or moot. 
Tasmania is not enforcing the law. You have thel'efote not been in the 
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It: is a usuai prindple of international COUl·ts, tribunals and bodies that, . 
before they become involved in a complaint against a country, 
respecting the country, they ask, 'have you exhausted aU the domestic 
remedies? If you have not even been prosecuted how can you be 
heard?' Rodney Croome said, 'thank you very much. We will go to 
Geneva anyway. Thank YOll for YOUl' help!' 

As everybody knows, Rodney Croome went to Geneva. He made the 
complaint against Australia in respect of Tasmania. The Humru.l Rights 
Committee of the United Nations upheld the complaint. It held that· 
Australia was in breach of its obligations under the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.s This was because that 
covenant contains a provision requiring respect for individual privacy. 
The committee reasoned that, if you invade the privacy of the 
bedrooms of adults, then the state is not according to them the privacy 
which international human rights law promises. So, Australia was 
found in breach. The result of that was that pretty qUickly, (beil1g a 
good international dtizen). the Parlia~ent of Australia passed an Act6 
which was designed to uphold the prilldple that throughout the 
nation all persons would have no invasion of their privacy in respec~ 
of consensnal adult sexual conduct. That was passed by the Federal 
Parliament. The question then arose as to whether it had the effect of 
overriding the laws in Tasmania. 

Mr Croome and Mr Toonen then began a case in the High Court of 
AusLTalia' . I had just been appoinled to the High Com·t of Australia. 
The reSttlt of that case was to challenge the legislation of the State of 
Tasmania. When the case came on before the Com-t, I disqualified 
myseU. Not only did I l<now Rodney Croome and Nicholas Toonen. I 
had given a donation to their cause at an earlier stage. A previous 
donation that I had given was to the Movement for the Ordination of 
Women in the Anglican chlu-ch. After the latter, a donation case came 
before the Court of Appeal of which I was then a member. The 1110ral 
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of I1tis story is never give 0 donation to anybody! Neveltheless, tile
High Court upl1elrl the contelltion t]lat M.r Croome and that Mr
Toonen had standing to prosecute their case. The case \'..-a.~ s~l to r..
heaJ'd in the High Cour~. 111e11 Ule Tasmanian PMliament capilul'ltect.
TIle laws were dlanged. Tasmania now has II :':olnple~FJ1y f,ti'nder
neutral arm sexuality neulmllilw on the statuie boolt-s. 'j'he 1esSOIl is :f'>

be com'ageous in refoD'n of the law. In llllman rights, be com·lIge01.1i>.
Tala:! COlWlgeous and principled steps. Do not be off~put by all tile
problems. TIll'!!'e iU-e always problems. My fl'iends pressed en. They
proved me wrong. Illey were right.

The other lesson is, international law and international principles have
teeth. They clln sometimes help to change Uungs, <It least in a country
like Australia. So, the law in that respect was changed. Please do not
think that we can pac,t up the books and leave .i.'~Sl1es of sexuality
behind and that everytlring in the garden is rosy and that there is no
prejudice. YOlt would be surprised :if I were to read to you the letters of
hate that I have received in the last two yei:lIS. Mostly, I have to say the
letters of hate are from people who pretend to be religious people. It is,
I thi.nk, a matter of the greatest sadness that Ulere is so much ignorance
about. I think it is a matter of the gl:eatest concern tl1at often the source
of the ignorance is religious people. To a person like me who still
counts himself as a spilitual person, this is a matter of real distress
because that ought not to be so. It is irrational. It has to stop.

I am to deliver a lecture for Monash University analysing all the data
relating to causes of homosexuality. Though there are differences of
view, overwhelmingly the consensus is that the causes are genetic or
related to vcry early childhood experiences. If that is so, then it is a
wickedness and it is irrational to puni<;h or disadvantage people for
something they do not dlOOse and calUlot change.

Standing up for basic riglds

When I was a boy, my brother attended the North 5trathfield Public
School in Sydney, as I did. He is left-handed. When he was in primary
school teachers tried to get him to change to be right-handed. He was
blotting his copybook, literally. In those days there was an ink well;
you dipped your pen in and you wrote. Because he was left-handed,
he was making blots. TIle teachers said, 'this ~s departmental paper
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and you can't do that, you've got to write with your right hlmd..' They
tried to make hint write With his right hand. My mother went up to the
school with a rolling pin. She told theut they had to stop. We need
more mothers with rolling pins. We need more citizens who will stand
up against irrationality and injusticel The game of shame has to stop.
We, as dtizens, have to stop it. The journey of human rights is a
journey of enlightenment. But it is also a journey filled ".,1ith action.
Things on which we once were silent we are no longer silent about.
Things on which we are silent today we will look back on and say:
why did we not dct?
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and you can't do that, you've got to write with your right hlmd.' They 
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